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The object had been spotted a year earlier and had caused

quite a stir. Initial indications showed it would cross Earth’s

orbit. That meant a non-zero chance of collision.

Subsequent observations caused even more of a stir . . .

the odds of a collision were pretty good. One in one hundred.

Not very good if you were betting in Vegas, but pretty good

when playing the lottery . . . the cosmic impact lottery.

Normally, as observations were refined, odds always got

smaller. From one in a hundred, one might expect them to go to

one in a thousand. This damn rock’s odds of collision went to

one in twenty-five. People began to worry. Some prayed their

hearts out. Others fornicated their . . . well, they

fornicated. Many just carried on with their normal routine.



Dean looked at his data, and checked it again, the tenth

time he had done so. This latest observation was going to throw

the world for a loop.

Standing in front of the congregated press, military,

political, and just plain curious audience, he put up his

animation.

“As we can see, as of two days ago, the projected course of

the object had it in a near-certain collision course with

Earth.” Dave pointed to the sped-up animation, showing

yesterday's projection of what would happen in three weeks. The

dotted line neared a point in space toward which the Earth was

also speeding. They merged. Or would have, had it not been for

the latest observations.

“Ah . . . However, the latest observations, confirmed by

multiple observatories, now has the object missing us by a wide

margin. The reason is that the “object” made a massive course

correction.”

The room exploded in noise, questions, and general mayhem

associated with large groups getting the biggest shock of their

lives.

Eventually, order was restored. “Yes,” Dave answered the

question from one of the cable networks, “it means someone or

something, is controlling it. Possibly, intelligent life.”



“Not that you would recognize it!” Dave’s unvoiced thought

reflected his opinion of the current status of “news”

organizations.

As the news spread, the world came together in one of those

rare instances when humanity focuses on a common purpose.

Massive communications arrays were put into service, some

restored from having been decommissioned. The purpose? To

signal, and possibly communicate with the object.

The first response came after about a month, the object now

receding from Earth. Subsequent messages and responses

concentrated on developing the basis for a common language. As

theorized, it started with mathematics, then elements, then more

complex math, and so on. Language, however, remained an

obstacle. A few words were tentatively identified, but sentence

structure and syntax eluded even the best linguist Earth had to

offer.

Teams of researchers around the world poured all their

efforts into deciphering the messages received from the aliens.

Initially lengthy, the message from the aliens eventually

simplified into what appeared to be one short sentence repeated

over and over.

Within another few months, the aliens ceased responding to

all messages.



While the public soon forgot about them, concentrating

instead on some starlet or other breaking up with some other

star or celebrity extraordinaire, scientists continued pouring

their efforts into translating all the communications, but

especially that last message. Eventually, out of desperation,

the unedited messages were all released to the public.

Gavin stared out at the bird perched on the tree outside

the window. His mother looked up from her laptop and glanced

over at him. She had long resigned his autism would forever be

a barrier between them. She returned to her writing; an article

speculating on the meaning of the message the aliens seemed

intent on passing on to humanity.

As she wrote her conjecture based on the latest analysis of

the structure of the message, she turned to see Gavin at her

side intently looking at the message on the screen. She had not

heard him approach, and she almost resumed writing, but his

expression gave her pause . . .

“What is it, Gavin?” She asked out of habit. Gavin seldom

spoke.

But Gavin did speak, carefully mouthing each word of the

message.

“Run . . . you . . . fools . . . They . . . are . . .

coming”

The End




